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ABSTRACT

Expert systems have generated a lot of interest in both academia and industry. The

development of tools, techniques, and methodologies drawn from from artificial intelligence

(Al) for building expert systems have not been matched by proposals for evaluating and

assesing them. This paper examines the assessment problem in the context of two distinct

perspectives of expert systems in the spectrum of possibilities a) expert systems as

psychological theories of human problem solving, and b) expert systems as decision aids.

We review the assessment methods/approaches for each of the two categories, with the

objective of ensuring that they are consistent with the basic assumptions of each category.

Based on the law of requisite variety, for evaluation to be effective, the variety of methods

employed have to match the variety to be found in the phenomena to be evaluated.
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Validation of Expert Systems

1 Introduction

The widespread surge of interest both in academia and industry over the last decade in

expert systems (also known as Knowledge based systems - KBS) based on techniques, and

methodologies drawn from artificial intelligence (Al) has not been matched by proposals for

evaluating or assesing such systems in particular and underlying research in this field in

general. Measurement of effectiveness is a difficult problem in the best of times; it is

rendered more so in Al by the multiplicity of competing approaches, theories and orientations

and the relatively early stage of its development. Bundy has described the pre-paradigmatic

state of Al research and some of the informal criteria that researchers (and reviewers)

employ for assesing Al research [6].

This paper examines the assessment problem in the context of two distinct

perspectives of expert systems in the spectrum of possibilities:
1. expert systems as psychological theories of human problem solving, and

2. expert systems as decision aids.

In an ideological sense, systems should combine both these aspects. However, in practice

this dichotomy has been found to exist, primarily due to the influence of cognitive

psychology/science on the former and the relatively engineeristic approach on the latter [16].

We review the assessment methods/approaches for each of the two categories, with the

objective of ensuring that they are consistent with the basic assumptions of each category.

Based on the law of requisite variety, for evaluation to be effective, the variety of methods

have to match the variety to be found in the being evaluated.

2 Expert Systems as Psychological Theories

Expert systems are computational models that exhibit behavior exhibited by human

experts. In these systems, simulation of human behavior in complex problem solving tasks is

done by creating a computational model of the problem task by use of verbal reports

collected during the performance of the task. In defining the scope of verbal reports as data

Simon and Ericsson state [8]:



We will conceive of recorded verbalizations as data - exactly like
latencies, eye fixation, sequence of moves , and so on - to be
accounted for by a corresponding model which generate them literally
or on the level of encoded patterns or information content.

They further state that models that can regenerate verbalizations (or encoded aspects of

them) can be constructed and tested without making any assumptions about the internal

structure of processes. This method is significantly different from psychology which looks for

systematic patterns in large bodies of data. An explanation that fits the data is kept till

additional studies and data provide counter-evidence to replace the existing explanation with

a new one. Many Al researchers, argue that the model used by psychologists are incomplete

and trivial as they in their studies ignore a large number of factors that interplay in the study

of a mechanism such as word recognition; the studies in isolation do not provide any insight

into human behavior which are complex processes that involve interaction between

processes that are raised and even contradictory [1]. On the other hand, psychologists feel

that Al research is methodologically sloppy as most Al models are restrictive and lack any

capability of generalization into a theory.

Sharkey and Pfeifer argue that much of the conflict between cognitive psychologists

and Al researchers arise from the fact that the two fields section cognition differently [27].

They claim that psychologists section it horizontally while artificial intelligence researchers

section it vertically. In other words, the psychologists, while breaking down the problem of

cognition into decomposable parts investigate each part for psychological validity while the Al

researcher is more interested in identifying the interaction between these models. It is this

difference that is at the core of the differences between psychologists and Al researchers;

because an Al researcher, even if not able to demonstrate the working of the mechanism

beyond a small set of examples, claims generality due to the complexity of interactions while

a psychologist claims generality based on applicability of his model for a wide variety of

experimental situations.

Al researchers would say that even though Al has the same subject matter as cognitive

psychology, it is subject to a different acceptability criteria [13]. The most predominant

criteria for acceptability is that of implementability [6]. Hayes [13], in identifying



imptementability as the criteria says, "An acceptable piece of behavior must be in the last

analysis, a program which can actually be implemented and run. And such an explanation is

a good explanation just to the extent that the program, when run, does indeed exhibit the

behavior which was to be explained." In other words, in Al, the only explanation of behavior

that is acceptable is when a theory is implemented as a computer program, exhibits the same

behavior that the psychological theory explains. This leads to two questions, a) Is

implementation a sufficient criteria for validation? and b) What is the performance criteria that

is based on the exhibition of behavior to be explained?, The question of implementation as a

sufficient criteria has been challenged by Sharkey and Pfeifer on the grounds of two practices

within Al research [27]. They observe that most Al programs have what are known as

"Kludges". A Kludge is a term used for patches of program used to connect mismatched

components of a computer system. In terms of theory and implementation, kludges

represent the aspects of mismatch between the two. The other problem they identify is the

use of "wishful pneumonics" after McDermott [15]. Here, McDermott refers to the use of

terms such as "understand" to name functions that actually correspond possibly to a simple

aspect of the understanding process. McDermott claims that the use of these pneumonics

are dangerous as they tend to deceive not only the reader but also the programmer himself.

Understandably, these practices question the implementation criteria as a sufficient proof to

declare an Al program as a physical representation of a theory. This however, does not

imply that implementation is not a necessary part of the validation process. In fact, Sharkey

and Pfeifer [27] suggest, documentation of kludges between the techniques will go a long

way in identifying and modifying the implementation to conform to the proposed theory in

subsequent attempts.

The second question is that of identifying the performance criteria for the system based

on the exhibition of behavior to be explained. The most commonly talked about performance

criteria is the "Turing Test". The Turing Test states that if a human being were to interact with

a mechanism through a teletype and the human is not able to differentiate the mechanism

from another human being, then the mechanism has passed the test. There is a lot of debate

as to what exactly this implies and even in in its weakest form most Al systems currently
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existing do not pass this test. Leaving aside this strong criteria, a weaker criteria is that of

Hayes which states the exhibition of behavior by the program is limited to the behavior that

has to be explained. In arguing against this criteria, Sharkey and Pfeifer [27]point out that it

is insufficient by illustrating with an example that it is possible to deceive the user by

employing transformations of data that are not revealed to the user. This was observed by

Weizenbaum in his experience with the users of ELIZA which used keywords in generating

subsequents responses [28].

In the previous paragraphs, we have taken the different acceptability criteria for expert

systems as psychological theories and presented arguments that these are not sufficient

criteria individually. Sharkey and Brown [26] in their argument for the need for empirical

foundation of Al claim, "that cognitive science must consist of three interacting parts which

continually feed back to one another. These are:
• the construction of theory by whatever means available, e.g. intuition,

imagination, formal reasoning, knowledge of people, knowledge of psychological
evidence;

• Theory evaluation by empirical testing using objective scientific methods; and

• careful computer implementation to ensure that the theory really is a possible
explanation of human cognition.

Some Al researchers view, the task of building systems differently. They believe that

artificial intelligence is to psychology and computer science what applied mathematics is to

mathematics and physics. Hence, feel that the purpose of Al research, is to identify new

computational techniques for cognitive modelling [6]. In their exchange, Bundy and Ohlsson,

on the nature of artificial intelligence argue for identification of principles that relate different

techniques and their range of applicability as important aspects [2,3,4,5] [19,20,21, 22].

This approach to Al is closer to technological applicability than psychological validity. This

leads us to my next question of what constitutes a sufficient criteria if the purpose of the

systems is not one of providing a psychological theory but to serve as a decision aid. In the

next section I will explore this issue.



3 Expert Systems as Decision Aids

In order to examine the role of expert systems as decision aids, I briefly survey the

validation procedures used for different computational models commonly in use as decision

aids. Two computational models that are used as decision aids are operations research

models and simulation models. Operations research models as decision aids have their

objective precisely defined in terms of the solution characteristics. This allows the operations

researcher to identify computational methods (algorithms) and specify their performance

criteria in terms of space-time complexity. This aspect of operations research is directly

transferable to Al systems that primarily use "weak methods." This is evidenced in the study

of three different heuristic algorithms for their performance empirically [11]. "Weak methods"

can be subjected to performance criteria based on specific measurements mainly because of

their domain independence. On the other hand, "expert systems" have been said to use

"strong methods"--implying that the system relies heavily on domain dependent knowledge in

conducting the search [9]. This, however, does not mean that expert systems do not have

the problem of arriving at a solution in a reasonable amount of time but only that they cannot

be subjected to the same performance criteria as other search models that are domain

independent.

The second type of computational models commonly used as a decision aid are

simulation models. Simulation models are more like expert systems in that they are domain

and problem dependent while they employ different mathematical techniques to model real

systems. The difference between the two lies more in the set of techniques used in the

process of simulation; expert systems use predicate logic, heuristics, and evidential

reasoning mechanisms to simulate aspects of human behavior in complex problem solving

tasks; traditional simulation relies heavily on the mathematical methods such as queueing

theory, differential equations and automata theory in describing real world systems in terms

of discrete-event-models, discrete-time models, and continuous models [17, 29]. Expert

systems and simulation models are different in another dimension as well in that expert

systems use data driven programming as the main computational model while simulation

models are procedural in nature.
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Feigenbaum calls building expert systems "knowledge engineering" and refers to it as

the applied side of Al that involves issues of knowledge representation (choice of appropriate

data structures), utilization (choice of designs for inference engine) and acquisition

(accumulation of new knowledge) [10]. These issues are not new from the point of view of

simulation except for the acquisition part. The use of both mathematical and statistical

techniques (inference) and data structures that involve symbolic data is another dimension

that traditional simulation lacks due to its numeric nature. However, the need for providing

complex data structures to model real world objects specific for the use with some

mathematical techniques led to the development of specialized languages for simulation.

One computational technique commonly used in artificial intelligence, object oriented

programming has its roots in SIMULA, a simulation language [12]. From this perspective,

expert systems whose purpose are that of decision aids should be termed as knowledge-

based systems as the burden of validity of these systems is not based on theorizing in

psychology but in their operational and conceptual validity for the purpose the system is to

serve. In both expert systems research and in simulation implementation is a necessary

criteria for validation. Having identified the similarities and differences between the two

different modelling mechanisms, we briefly review the applicability of other validation

procedures used in the field of computer simulation for expert systems.

In his survey of verification and validation of simulation models, Sargent defines

verification and validation as follows [25]:

Verification is usually defined as ensuring that the model behaves
(runs) as intended, and validation is usually defined as determining
that an adequate agreement exists between the entity being modelled
and the model for its intended use.

Verification is a topic that has a wide implication for all computer models. The field of

software engineering is devoted to design, test, and prove programs correct. While the

applicability of these verification methods to expert systems is undeniable, but is beyond the

scope of this paper. Hence, I will restrict myself to validation of techniques used in simulation

models that are applicable to expert systems. Sargent [25], in his paper, also acknowledges

that no procedures exist to guide the choice of techniques for validation, and in practice, they
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are problem dependent. In choosing the techniques for applicability to expert systems,

several of the techniques that involve testing predictive powers of the model have been

excluded. The techniques chosen are: a) face-validity, b) traces, c) multistage validation, d)

historical data validation, and e) event-validity. I will discuss each of them using Sargent's

definitions, in the following paragraphs [25].

Face-validrtv: Face-validity involves asking experts whether the model is reasonable,

i.e. to ask experts whether the results of the computer generated outputs and their internal

behavior are reasonable. Face-validity is a useful procedure to identify how the expert may

have done differently or to confirm different parts of the reasoning behavior in order to

validate the conceptual model of the system.

Traces: In simulation, traces involve studying the behavior of different entities in the

model to confirm the correctness of the model. Entities in simulation usually are variables

and behavior is the pattern of values taken by those entities during the course of the

simulation. In expert systems, one set of entities would involve information on such things as

decision sets at different decision making points. The other set of entities would be the set of

reasoning mechanisms that are used in the model. Traces of the situations where each of

these reasoning mechanisms are used should be evaluated for their correctness and

completeness.

Multi-staae validations: Naylor's multi-stage validation consists of [25]: Na) developing

the model's assumptions on theory, observation, general knowledge, and intuition; b)

validating the model's assumptions where possible, and c) comparing the input-output

relationship of the mode.l to the real system." The above multi-stage procedure is similar to

the outline of methodology for Al presented in the previous section.

Historical data-validation: This technique involves the use of historical-data to test that

the model behaves as expected. In medical diagnosis, medical case histories published by

the American Medical Association, has been used in evaluation of performance of diagnostic

systems (MYCIN, MDX, and lnternist-1), in terms of number of successful diagnosis for a
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given set of cases [24,7]. Such data may or may not be available easily for many domains

but it will be useful to collect such data for testing expert systems.

Event-validitv: This involves testing of concurrence of occurrence of events in a

simulation of that of a real system. In the case of expert systems, events would correspond

to the information acquisition events. Coherence of a dialogue between expert systems and

the user would serve as a test for a valid ordering of events. In the context of event-validity,

comparison of problem-behavior-graph could be an acceptable alternative as it corresponds

to a flow chart of problem-solution events.

Expert systems, similar to simulation systems, are built for operational use more than

for validating a psychological theory. Thus the concept of operational validity is useful and

the techniques for operational validity could include: a) historical-data-validation for

establishing the reliability of the model in terms of arriving at the correct solution, b) event-

validity is important if any of these systems are to be used for pedagogical purposes and also

for ease of user interaction, and c) traces of the system's behavior are useful in the form of

"explanations" or "regenerated verbalizations" of the problem solving process in order that the

user can identify the logic of generation of the solution to evaluate the conceptualization

provided by the system. This technique can also be used for conceptual validation.

3.1 User Assessment of Expert Systems as Decision Aids

Probably the least rigorous of the evaluation methods, the objective is to measure

users' perceptions of the degree to which the system(s) enable them to make effective

decisions in the task domain of interest. The output of this approach is a quantified score of

user satisfaction with the system. This method has been applied frequently in research on

design, development and, implementation of decision support systems which are decision

aids that rely on a database that feeds relevant data.

Measurement of user perceptions and attitudes relies heavily on research in

Psychometrics[18]. It typically involves the development of psychometrically valid

instruments for measuring the interest, e.g., degree of user satisfaction with an expert
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system. The sequence of steps involved include:
1. Identification of critical dimensions relating to users' satisfaction with the system

in terms of enhancing the quality of decisions based on the literature review
and interviews with the users.

2. Testing the instrument for establishing its reliability and validity.

3. Repeated use of refinement over time in a multiplicity of settings.

A few such instruments in the DSS literature are available [23,14]. While the direct

relevance of these instruments to expert systems is extremely limited, the approach deserves

greater attention given its potential for tracking managerial acceptance and user perceptions.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a set of methods/approaches that are applicable in

evaluating expert systems as psychological theories and as decision aids. This is in no way,

an exhaustive listing of methods that are applicable in evaluating expert systems. We hope

that in presenting the possible methods/approaches we can look forward to generating

results that may lead to a possible prescriptive criteria on the applicability of these methods

for different purposes to which expert systems are built to serve.
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